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The parasitarias cerebrum cancer, or the Dance Dance Party Hat as it was originally marketed, was the No.1 selling party
accessory of 2082 on our world. Attach the hat to one of those white wine spritzer drinking wallflowers and watch as they dance

like nobody's watching (and occasionally lose control of their bladder). In 2092, the scientific community had discovered
thousands of medical uses for the party hats, or brain crabs as they were now referred. These ranged from a remedy for ADHD
for small children to curing erectile dysfunction in the elderly. No one knew where they originally came from but, wow, they

made us feel sexy!
Over time the brain crab became our friend, our family, and our go-to guy.

Nobody expected what happened next...in 2096 reports started to emerge that users of the brain crab were unable or unwilling to
remove their purple-headed friends. Over the following months, the crabs started to slowly burrow into the host's skulls and this
triggered some sort of transformation in the host's DNA - mutating them into grotesque monsters, beasts, and croc wearers. Not
even the sweet release of death was enough for these cheeky symbiotic crustaceans to let their hosts go; die and they would have
you back up within an hour, chatting about the latest fad diet to hit the crabby world - and we are so tired of dieting. Please help

us - kill us, kill us allllll!!!

The dimension ship USS Ulysses' crew has been infected with a deadly inter-dimensional biomechanical parasite.

The ship's crew has activated all of the dimension gates allowing the virus to spread throughout time and space causing
anomalies and destruction across the ship. 

It's your mission to:

Destroy the infected crew.

Close all of the dimensional gates

Hunt and exterminate any infected in other dimensions

Destroy the Ulysses before it destroys every dimension!

We know what you're thinking, not another skinless zombie shooter mission, well don't be a Pessimistic Pete. Our scans show
lots of species and Dimensions have been infected so before you know it you will be slaughtering aliens, werewolves, cyborgs,

dinosaurs, demons, and weird fish men that we don't even have a name for yet...let's call them Jeff...death to all JEFFS!!!!
MFING JEFFS KILLED MY WIFE…. JJJJEEEFFFFF!!!!... ETC!!!

We will send you weapon upgrades and care packages as and when we can but it's not Christmas, so don't expect a lot.

We have also fitted you with our patent pending anti-brain crab helmet, it's our only prototype so please give it a polish before
returning home. Your helmet will afford you some protection but it's not going to stop them from trying to get to your grey

matter. As my mother always used to say, “A clean, crab-free helmet is close to godliness”...... my mother was insane, obviously,
but still great advice.

Dimension Hunter allows you to immerse yourself in this tongue in cheek, over the top, retro-arcade experience, with a
unique choice of free or railed movement. Fast paced, hardcore, fluid gameplay mechanics with a unique, and yet

familiar, comic book style of carnage and gore.
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Dimension Hunter gives you a unique mix of 17 locomotion methods from arcade railed to free Thumbstick movement and
everything in between. Play the way you want to play!
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Title: Dimension Hunter VR
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Pocket Money Games
Publisher:
Pocket Money Games
Release Date: 22 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: N/A

Additional Notes: VR ONLY!

English
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It is like the base game but with more stalemates.. Poorly implemented throughtout. Graphics are not good, gameplay is not
good and so on.
. This game is pretty simple: on each level, there's a toy to collect (but you don't have to), a key and a locked door. The moment
you pick up the key, a monster start to chase you and you have to get to the exit, avoid the other monsters and traps before you
get caught. There's only 8 levels and I finished it in 30 minutes, though I died a lot. I have to recommencd this game because it's
cheap and worth it. Except for a little problem about the movement (you move square by square so, if you start to move, you
can't change direction until you reach the next square), I really liked the game.. Pretty dull and very basic, wasn't worth paying
for.. Don't waste your money on this game, even if it's on sale. This game is a really nice chill game to play.

The art is amazing and the way you navigate through levels and through scenes allows for beautiful transitions and subtle themes
to be explored.

The sound design is fantastic as well, a lot of the sound/music appears to be made using voice and body with a few instrutments
thrown in.

It plays like a relaxing choose your own adventure book. It's a really nice game to just sit down, relax and enjoy some fun
characters with really fun quirky art and sound effects.
. A nice, short puzzle game at a reasonable price. The basic concept is extremely simple, but I was extremely impressed at how
the game kept adding new and interesting twists every few levels to expand on the core mechanic. Sometimes it's a better use of
your money to shop around for a handful of small, concise games like this one than to buy one big game.. Not far into the game,
but I'll say this: it's extreme micromanagement. There's really no way to stop the fields from drying up, so one must add fields
pretty much every other turn.

I like the having to please the gods, creating balance and all that, but it can be frustrating. I'm used to city builders -- when I
create it, it *stays there*. Not so with Cubesis.

If you like micromanagement, I recommend this game. Otherwise look elsewhere.. Doesn't work. Can hear the audio but no
matter how much I mess with the glide configuration all there is visually is a black screen. Tried someone else's advice of
replacing the glide config .exe with a newer version than what comes installed, the game displayed a grand total of one time then
went back to the black screen right after every other time I've booted it. Bindings with XInput are weird and can't be changed
which is par for the course for older PC games but you'd think they'd try fixing that when porting and cleaning the game up etc
for modern OSes. Just get the Playstation version instead.. 2003-го года очень хорошо прорисована и детализирована. В
этой игре можно особенно подчеркнуть графику, её отсутсвие ;D (шутка)
Хочу сказать что игра для тех кто разбирается сразу что делать, как играть, для этого можно поиграть в 1-ю часть, т.к.
там имеется по-мимо этого всего ещё и кампания. Так-же нужно иметь терпение (железное), если у вас сразу не будет
получатся то вам должно быть как минимум♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ Игру забросили к сожалению
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* Pictures are gorgeous
* Excellent snapping
* Lack of rotating pieces makes it more relaxing
* Ability to separate the edge and inner pieces (even if it feels like cheating)
* The movement allows you to pretty easily guess where the pieces go
* There's a yawning tiger <3 (even though it made me yawn uncontrollably)

------

* The music is VERY annoying
* Sometimes pieces fit when it looks like they shouldn't (or don't when it looks like they should)
* The cursor can be EXTREMELY laggy - I sometimes had to click five or six times to pick up a piece
* Leaving pieces on the board is a bad idea as you can't tell what's locked and what's loose

======

Very WYSIWYG - a neat twist on jigsaw games.
Would recommend picking up on sale - bit pricey at normal cost.. Great game - but cannot seem to find a way to save or
continue a game???. Awesome
. scourge are one strategic operational wargammes.... this simulation are for the real tactician mind ... i agree they are not
perfect, but actualy on the market they are no others simulation like this one...,the way or the goal of this game, are team players
game, you cant command all your army alone, better play with friend and give to them some army command and use the order
options for one better realistic simulation from this period....

. Solid and relaxing puzzle
hook line and sinkr. I admit it does need a bit of tweaking at the start, but I like that it is hard, I do not think this will be for
everyone, but for us older gamers it is a nice ride back to the past when games did not hold your hand.. stopped working
no\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665clue y X-(. It´s a nice game! Looks dated, plays dated with this "choose
interaction button then click item" interface, but the story is interesting, a "grown up" game (with not so grown up jokes in it^^)
and I just have a soft spot for those old point and click adventures. And it´s made with love, you can see it in every hand crafted
pixel. But you definitely have to turn the narrator off. I think they wanted to add flair to the game when letting an old woman
speak, but she speaks slowly and has an accent (New Orleans´?) I just can´t stand. This really puts the "horror" in this "horror
game" for me. But you can turn it off, which suits me fine.
The rest of the voiceovers are - in contrast - just great and make you double-check just how old this game really is.
But is it just me getting old or are the riddles inside this game really hard and sometimes just TOO hard? I mean, you sometimes
have to click a spot the size of a pinhead with the right interaction icon, otherwise nothing happens, or worse, you get a
comment from your character sounding like there is no spot left for interaction, so you move on and wonder for hours what you
have overlooked.

Apply to beta test Fairy Fencer F!:
Surprise! We're opening up beta testing for the upcoming Steam release of Fairy Fencer F (date TBA)!

Please check out http://ideafintl.com/beta.php for more info and to apply.. New and Improved Demo Just Uploaded to
Steam!!!:
Hello from Mexico.

We are thrilled to announce that we have just posted an updated version of the demo for Broken Reality. The demo is
essentially the first level of the game and is a much better representation of what we want the final game experience to be.

We are working hard to put the final touches on the game including testing. After you have played the new demo we would love
if you can share your thoughts but more importantly make us aware of any bugs you encountered so we can quickly address
them.
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The development journey for Broken Reality for the most part has been amazing, and we are super excited to be able to share
the full game with you shortly in the near future.

We apologize to our fans that have been anxiously awaiting the full release, that you will have to wait an additional 45 days. But
in the meantime, we hope you will enjoy the updated demo and appreciate our effort to try and make the full game an amazing
experience.

DEMO CHANGES:

*Added the ability to save your data, even within the Demo!
*Made great improvements to UI and graphical animations
*Re-hauled our character animation system
*Re-organized and improved audio engineering
*Re-wrote some dialogue

All of this to reflect the evolution of the game's quality. Improvements still coming to both the demo and the final release.

Thank you for your patience, more news very soon!
. CRIMSON METAL REDUX COMING SOON:
Good news everyone!
Next month you will get a CRIMSON METAL REDUX - a complete redesign of episode 1.
Here we are not talking about the change of the engine, since there has already been a lot of work done and there is not enough
ressources for this, but thanks to your support guys we were able to fix many glitches make the game more stable and enjoyable.

Absolutely new levels, better textures, performance and many other goody's.

The current episode 2 and 3 will be removed from the store, but do not worry they will come back updated and shiny, and of
course they will be free.

Thank you again for your support!. Dawn Of The Lost Castle - Early Access:
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Today we announced the Early Access of Dawn Of The Lost Castle.

We will release the full version in the near future, and we hope you can experience it.

Dawn Of The Lost Castle is an adventure puzzle, trying to solve all the mysteries in the castle to understand the story of the
castle.

Main features:

-Different weapons have different USES;

-Light, physics, motion, puzzles, mazes, Numbers, and more.. Some Info in the Discussion forums!:
Hi all,

I've noticed that there have been more than a few wishlists in the short time this game's Coming Soon page has been available on
Steam. For more information about the game, feel free to check out the Discussion forums. There are a few threads that shed
light on some of the mechanics of the game.

Of course, feel free to contribute! The game is still in development, so I'm more than happy to take suggestions and answer
questions about the game!

Thanks for the interest!
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